All plasmas emit electromagnetic radiation, which offers the most widely applicable tool for their diagnostics, especially for hot and high density plasmas where no material probes can be inserted into the plasma. How does the flux, respectively the radiance, change through the plasma ?
Negligible absorption Spectral radiance at the surface One has to look at the rate equation: One solves separately the rate equation of ionization/recombination 
Advantage: Equilibrium relations can be applied.
Boltzmann distribution:
Saha-Eggert equation: 
At high densities with LTE satisfied for the ion:
T e and partition function U z (T e ) must be known to obtain n z ! 
Now also the electron density n e must be known, in addition.
At low densities in the coronal regime
Forbidden transitions of the M1-type between fine structure levels of the ground state of highly ionized atoms.
Electron and proton collisions are fast enough to establish equilibrium population distribution given simply by the statistical weigths Thus one line suffices to calculate n z , neither n e nor T e must be known
Further advantage: lines of many ions are in the visible.
Examples are the green and red iron lines of FeXIV and FeXV observed first in the solar corona, now used in many tokamaks
Charge exchange with injected fast beams of hydrogen is an indispensable tool to measure the α-particles produced in a burning plasma (local).
Charge exchange is selectively into levels of high principal quantum number and there into high l, decay via ∆n p =-1 transitions at long wavelengths 
